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The Art Collection showcases the vast potential of NappaTile. With no repeat necessary, design possibilities are endless. Designers can use the wall as an empty canvas to create their own work of art.

Select from thousands of different materials and colors in any tile size from 2”x2” to 42”x42”. The designs included in this book are just a starting place for inspiration.
NappaCraft was honored “Best of NeoCon” Silver for Best Wall Treatment by Contract Magazine. The competition honors new products introduced to the U.S. market. Jurors are corporate, government, and institutional facilities executives, who are members of IFMA; and interior designers/architects who are members of IIDA.

NappaTile was honored “Best of NeoCon” Silver for Best Wall Treatment by Contract Magazine. The competition honors new products introduced to the U.S. market. Jurors are corporate, government, and institutional facilities executives, who are members of IFMA; and interior designers/architects who are members of IIDA.

NappaCraft won the Best Design Solution “On the Wall” at the 1st Annual Interior Design HiP at NeoCon Awards hosted by Interior Design and The Merchandise Mart. NappaCraft was chosen as the winner from the A&D community where over 15,000 votes were cast for the competition. Interior Design’s augural HiP at NeoCon Awards honor industry people and product solutions in the commercial industry.

NappaCraft was honored “Best of NeoCon” Silver for Best Wall Treatment by Contract Magazine. The competition honors new products introduced to the U.S. market since the close of NeoCon 2013. Jurors are corporate, government, and institutional facilities executives, who are members of IFMA; and interior designers/architects who are members of IIDA.
ART COLLECTION
Handmade Faux Leather Tiles
ANARCHY

Inspiration
Be free to be brilliant. An uprising of anarchic colors seamlessly transforms into a multiple-tone coalesce. The beautiful blend of different tones dot the walls to create one dramatic mosaic.

Size Shown
12” x 12” Padded & Unpadded
Can be made in any size from 2” x 2” – 42” x 42”

Flammability
ASTM E-84 Class A (Adhered)

Installation
3M Peel & Stick | Direct Glue Option available as well.

Colorways

BOMBUS
RAINBOW
OCEANA
BLACK & WHITE
**ARROW**

**Inspiration**
Moving forward. This design combines 3 unique materials creating an image of direction and movement. The padded tiles lead the progression of colors from softer to darker hues.

**Size Shown**
6" x 6" Padded & Unpadded
Can be made in any size from 2" x 2" – 42" x 42"

**Flammability**
ASTM E-84 Class A (Adhered)

**Installation**
3M Peel & Stick | Direct Glue Option available as well.

**Colorways**
- FABLE
- CANARY
- ONYX
- GOLDEN
- NICKEL
- BRONZE
Materials Contained

**ARROW | GOLDEN**
- Boucle Cashew
- Assorted Shell
- Boucle Penny

**ARROW | BRONZE**
- Granular Ethiopia
- Tessuto SP Graphite
- Tissue Black
Inspiration
The insignia of loyalty and rank. The chevron print dates back to 1800 BC signifying eminence and strength. This padded chevron pattern projects assertively from the wall, combining poise with classic design.

Size Shown
6” x 6” Padded & Unpadded Triangles
Can be made in any size from 2” x 2” – 42” x 42”

Flammability
ASTM E-84 Class A (Adhered)

Installation
3M Peel & Stick | Direct Glue Option available as well.

Colorways
- FABLE
- ONYX
- NICKEL
- CANARY
- GOLDEN
- BRONZE
CHEVRON | GOLDEN

Materials Contained:

- Boucle Cashew
- Assorted Shell
- Boucle Fauxy

CHEVRON | BRONZE

Materials Contained:

- Granular Ethiopia
- Textured SP Graphite
- Stone Black

ONYX | CHEVRON
CRESCENDO Padded

Inspiration
An undulating, tidal scene. The light colors at the crest swell high and free to a crescendo until the current crashes down onto the thinnest of darker tile hues. These waves are repeated and stretched showing the ebb and flow of the ocean.

Size Shown
2" x 12", 3" x 12", 4.5" x 12", 7" x 12" Padded
Can be made in any size from 2" x 2" – 42" x 42"

Flammability
ASTM E-84 Class A (Adhered)

Installation
3M Peel & Stick | Direct Glue Option available as well.

Colorways
- GLACIAL
- IVORY
- TERRACOTTA
- GOLDEN SUÈDE
- GILDED
- AMADEUS
CRESCENDO | GILDED

Materials Contained

Thalia Karat
Rove Boulevard
Stream Muddy Gold
Nuance Bark

CRESCENDO | AMADEUS

Materials Contained

Network Pewter
Vibrato Black Pearl
Ascend Midnight
Rustique Black
Inspiration
An undulating, tidal scene. The light colors at the crest swell high and free to a crescendo until the current crashes down onto the thinnest of darker tile hues. These waves are repeated and stretched showing the ebb and flow of the ocean.

Size Shown
2” x 12”, 3” x 12”, 4.5” x 12”, 7” x 12” Padded & Unpadded
Can be made in any size from 2” x 2” – 42” x 42”

Flammability
ASTM E-84 Class A (Adhered)

Installation
3M Peel & Stick | Direct Glue Option available as well.

Colorways
- GLACIAL
- IVORY
- TERRACOTTA
- GOLDEN SUEDE
- GILDED
- AMADEUS
SKYFALL

Inspiration
Diamonds fall from the sky. The appearance of light and airy diamonds in the sky transform to heavier and bolder gems upon impact. This design interplays beautifully with dimension as flat, weightless tiles at the pinnacle flicker down to weighted, padded tiles near the base.

Size Shown
6” x 6” Padded & Unpadded
Can be made in any size from 2” x 2” – 42” x 42”

Flammability
ASTM E-84 Class A (Adhered)

Installation
3M Peel & Stick | Direct Glue Option available as well.

Colorways

- BLUE DREAM
- ARCTIC NIGHT
- NATURAL NEUTRAL
- GOLD RUSH
- COPPER AGE
- PASSION RED
SPECTRUM

Inspiration
The changing of the guards. Spectrum encompasses the gentle dispersion of lighter and darker tone colors. The seamless transition is subtle due to the soft, unifying link between all the pieces.

Size Shown
4" x 4" Padded & Unpadded
Can be made in any size from 2" x 2" – 42" x 42"

Flammability
ASTM E-84 Class A (Adhered)

Installation
3M Peel & Stick
Direct Glue Option available as well.

Colorways
MONOCHROME
GOLD PLATED
SERENE
NEUTRAL
TRIFECTA

Inspiration
Hit the Trifecta. Sharp triangles intertwine in a cacophonous scene of colors and dimension. Individual padded & regular tiles of contrasting colors angle for attention yet each piece contributes to the harmonious melody of the overall mosaic.

Size Shown
12” x 12” Padded & Unpadded Triangles
Can be made in any size from 2” x 2” – 42” x 42”

Flammability
ASTM E-84 Class A (Adhered)

Installation
3M Peel & Stick | Direct Glue Option available as well.

Colorways
DAWN  MAHOGANY  GILDED  IVORY  AQUATIC
ZIGZAG

Inspiration
A lightning strike of color. The juxtaposition of fine unique materials creates bolts of color, weaving in and out of the wall. Sharp, variable angles of contrasting colors give the pattern an extra accent to catch any wandering eyes.

Size Shown
4" x 16" Unpadded
Can be made in any size from 2" x 2" – 42" x 42"

Flammability
ASTM E-84 Class A (Adhered)

Installation
3M Peel & Stick | Direct Glue Option available as well.

Colorways
MONOCHROME
NATURAL
CAFE AU LAIT
WHITE GOLD
SAFARI
RUST
We provide design services to help designers and installers from beginning to end. The NappaTile team can help create renderings and scale designs to fit their wall space. Installation layouts are also provided for certain design for easy installation.
RENDERING SERVICES

Simply provide wall dimensions and preferred pattern to the NappaTile team to receive renderings. We can provide recommendations for custom sizes along with any other adjustments necessary to fit the tiles onto your wall. Inquire for this design service by reaching out to the NappaTile team.
The patterns included in the Art Collection are generic sizes which can be re-scaled to fit your wall. Simply select your preferred pattern and provide the dimension of the space. The NappaTile team will then scale the tiles to fit your wall by expanding or shrinking the design.

**Example**
The client selected pattern Spectrum with wall width 32 feet. The NappaTile team expanded the Spectrum pattern while keeping the same aesthetic of Spectrum to fit the larger wall space.
INSTALLATION LAYOUT

Contractors will receive an easy to follow installation layout made custom for their project for specific patterns. Tiles will be labelled on the back-side with a code that corresponds to the installation legend. Many designs in Art Collection have no repeat and are one of a kind. Each job is made based on the project’s dimensions.